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The recent escalation in food prices is the latest calamity to hit
the poor and marginalised communities in every developing
country. The price of rice, wheat, soy, corn and other
staples skyrocketed. But rising prices of food has not translated
into higher prices for small-scale producers. On the other hand,
it has meant increased hunger and escalation of the debt
burden carried by small and landless farmers.

Philippines: Staple food price increased 60-70% since early
April and there are projections that it will even increase to more
than 100% in the coming months. The Philippines has become
the highest rice importer in the whole world since 2006 even
as it hosts the International Rice Research Institute, and has
the best agricultural schools in Southeast Asia, if not the entire
Asia.  

Sri Lanka: The oil price increased more than 80% within the
last six months up to 20 Rupees per liter on the 22nd of May,
directly affecting the increase of food price.  Small scale food
producers cannot sell their rice, vegetables, fish and produce
by themselves as intermediary agents and traders have control
over trade.

Indonesia: People have been organising huge rallies every
day to refuse the government’s plan to increase the fuel price
as it will certainly increase the food price that has already been
soaring terribly. Scarcity of fuel and kerosene controlled by
transnational corporations (TNCs) are also affecting the
increase of food price. Women take most of their time to wait
in long queues just to get five liters of kerosene to prepare
food for their families.

Kyrgyzstan:  The significant rise in the cost for consumers became
a major issue and has set the context of political events. Over a
short period, the price of flour products and rice increased three
times and that of vegetable oil doubled. Bread prices have also
doubled which is the main food source in the rural areas and for
poorer sections of the population. There was also a notable
increase of prices for meat and other foodstuff. At the same time,
food production situation is worsening as women lack control and
access to resources (land, seeds, water, credit and agricultural
machinery) for agricultural production.

T
he chaotic conditions in these countries are just examples
of a vast suffering felt by the people, especially women
and children in Asia and the Pacific, as well as the rest of the

world. The face of hunger and food scarcity is most often the face
of a woman and her children. It is now common to see images of
women and children, queuing to buy government subsidised staple,
made available to them in very small rations of 1 to 2 kilos per
purchase. The quality of these grains is much to be desired.

The terrible hunger, deprivation and suffering of the people can
be laid directly on the free trade paradigm. In Pakistan last year,
the country’s former Prime Minister, Mr Shaukat Aziz, a product of
the neoliberal framework of the international financial institutions
(IFIs), exported the country’s staple grain, wheat. The result was
an acute shortage of the staple for 1.6 million people. Later the
government imported poor quality wheat at double the price it had
exported. The crisis continues, even in face of the fact that April
and May are wheat harvesting months; currently wheat is either
unavailable, or available at exorbitant prices.

GLOBAL  FOOD CRISIS
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Take Back our Lands

Take Back our Food Systems from Profit-Hungry

Corporations!

Food for the People not Profits for Agrochemical TNCs

Empower our Women, Empower our Farmers, Empower

the People!

continued next page...
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Various reasons have been identified for the declining

global food supply and soaring prices: continuing increase

in the cost of oil, transport and fertilizer; the hoarding and
manipulation of food supply by traders; more frequent and
unpredictable natural disasters caused by climate change;
and diversion of grain to bio-fuels and animal feeds that re-
sult in the shrinking of areas to plant rice and other staples.
No doubt, all these reasons can be tied directly to the inher-
ent fault-line in the free market paradigm. The crisis is the
result of the corporate agriculture practices being promoted
and pushed through the World Trade Organization
(WTO)and IFIs such as the World Bank (WB), International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Asian Development Bank. The
direct trigger of the current crisis is the speculation on food
products in commodities futures markets. Food has become
a commodity for speculation and profit-making. Those are
rather short term causes of the crises, which are the cumu-
lative effect of nearly three decades of globalisation policies
namely, privatisation, deregulation and trade liberalisation.

IMF-WB-WTO-Agrochemical TNCs in Food

In the post-colonial, post-war era, Green Revolution, a
chemically driven agricultural production system, was pushed
in the vast agrarian land of the developing world by agencies
such as IMF-WB, and brought about a dramatic change in
agricultural production. It made farmers dependent on
external inputs such as high yielding variety of seeds,
chemical fertilisers, toxic pesticides and modern machinery,
which was designed to benefit the profit-oriented global agro-
business corporations.

In the age of Globalisation, the WB and IMF through
structural adjustment programmes have pressured our
governments to drastically reduce subsidies in agricultural
production, which have resulted in millions of small farmers
worldwide to get into a vicious cycle of debt, poverty, hunger
and misery.

The WTO, through agreements such as the Agreement
on Agriculture, has compelled agricultural countries to import
a minimum volume of staples from other countries regardless
of whether they are self sufficient or not. Governments are
now buying more imported rather than locally produced
grains. Trade liberalisation has allowed monopolistic TNCs
like Cargill and Tesco, to gain tremendous power to control
the trade and marketing of essential staples such as rice
and wheat. Before, many developing countries were either
net food exporters, or at least were nearly food self-sufficient.
India, once a wheat exporting country was forced to become
the largest wheat importer, as is the case of the Philippines
with their staple rice.

A crucial factor related to food is land. Most farmers in
developing countries do not own the land they till. But instead
of providing land to the landless, under the pressure of WTO,
IMF, and WB agreements, the governments and ruling elites
in the countries have facilitated land-grabbing by private,
mostly foreign companies.

Women have been at the forefront in the resistance
movements against globalisation. The latest macabre face
of globalisation with the massively rising prices of food needs
the momentum against corporate agriculture and to demand
for policies promoting food sovereignty. We, the women unite
with the food-producing communities to show our
determination to push out the global profit-oriented forces

Rome, Italy - “Small-scale food producers are

feeding the planet and we demand respect and

support to continue. Only Food Sovereignty can

offer long-term, sustainable, equitable and just

solutions to the urgent food and climate crises,”

declares the Terra Preta Forum 2008.
More than 150 participants from five continents all

over the world are behind the declaration drafted at

the Terra Preta3 Forum, held 31 May to 5 June 2008 in

Rome, Italy, parallel to the United Nation’s Food and

Agriculture Organisation (FAO) Summit. The 75 women

and 75 men participants are farmers groups, fishers

groups, peasants groups, pastoralists groups and

indigenous peoples groups.

The Forum Declaration, signed by all participants

including APWLD through representatives Azra Talat

Sayeed and Udugampalage Marian Geetha Lakmini,

rejects the corporate industrial and energy-intensive

model of production and consumption that is the basis

of the continuing crisis.

APWLD through Azra and Geetha was also at the

FAO Summit dubbed The Challenges of Climate

Change and Bioenergy as NGO observers, where the

Terra Preta Forum declaration was presented. Through

the Forum Declaration, the varied sectors of the

community proposed a different, sustainable way of

addressing issues such as ecological, the food crises

and climate change and forged solutions that

strengthen capacities, valorize women’s centrality in

food production, protect our ecologies, and reclaim

communities, societies and economies.

“We affirm that the paradigm of Peoples’ Food

Sovereignty forms the guiding framework for our future

actions and the survival of humanity,” the declaration

stated.

The immediate tasks of the committed participants

are to:

¬ Demand that governments pursue justice for

the victims of the food emergency, by bringing to

account, through criminal proceedings, corporations

and institutions (including governments) whose

actions, profiteering from agricultural inputs and

products, have denied communities their right to

food.

¬ Set up a Commission on Food Sovereignty,

under the auspices of the United Nations, constituted

Mae-anne Llanza with reports
from Geetha Fernando and the
Terra Preta Forum Declaration

Food Sovereignty

can combat crisis!

WOMEN and FOOD International Action
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from our lands, to regain control of our natural resources,
our agricultural and food production systems and our
livelihoods. #

continued next page...
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The Terra Preta Forum
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Hongkong -  As the workshop theme suggests, to

Advance Women’s Participation in the People’s

Struggles Against Imperialist Control and Plunder of the

World’s Food and Resources, on 18-21 June 2008 at the

the Third International Assembly of the  International

League of People’s Struggle (ILPS), women were given

the space and opportunity to share the situation of

peasant women, issues, demands and strategies. The

Women Study Commission Workshop brought together

women from different sectors worldwide to draw action

and strategies against global imperialism. Spearheaded

by national and regional women’s Coalitions such as

GABRIEALA and the Asian Rural Women’s Coalition

(ARWC) where APWLD is a steering committee, 36

women from 30 organizations participated in the

workshop.

Sarojeni Rengam of the ARWC discussed the World Food Situation which focused on the income of multi

national corporations for the year comparative to the much lower income prior to the so-called food crisis. Five

women shared the women’s situation from their countries: Teresa Guitierrez  from Latin America; Wahu Kaara from

Debt Relief Network, Kenya, Africa; APWLD member Fatima Burnad of Tamil Nadu Dalit Women’s Forum / SRED,

India; Zeynep Sakar and Yeni Kadin of ATIK Women’s Coalition, Turkey; and myself, Catarina Estavillo of AMIHAN,

Philippines, Rural and Indigenous Women Task Force member of APWLD.

Similar experience throughout the counties were shared by the women, among them, heightened violence

against women, worsening poverty and increase of prices especially of staple food in the  context of neo-liberal

policies of the governments imposed by globalisation.

The workshop affirmed that imperialism is waging a war on our life especially women from the third world

countries, through globalisation policies and programmes that aggravate hunger and food insecurity worldwide.  As

a consequence of the food crisis, women are forced to engage in economic activities that increase their

vulnerability to exploitation and violence. Government instigated programmes are not sustainable to address the

issues of hunger and poverty.

Discussions and country-sharing were rich. Women shared their situation in India, Hongkong, Indonesia,

Canada and the Netherlands. Questions range from what should be done and what concrete actions should be

taken. An action plan was drafted at the end of the session.

AMIHAN’s participation to the assembly and to the workshop was very positive for the organisation. Meeting

different groups of women, sharing work and strategies in confronting peasant women’s issues and demands, we

were able to place our local issues and struggle within a global context.  It is only in sharing of information,

situations, challenges and strategies that connection can play a very big role for the success of our work. #

WOMEN and FOOD

“Advancing Women’s Participation

in the People’s Struggles Against

Imperialist Control and Plunder of

the World’s Food and Resources”

APWLD members and partners at the ILPS
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by representatives of governments and organisations

of fisherfolk, peasant and small-scale farmers,

pastoralists and Indigenous Peoples, to identify,

document and advance collective strategies for solving

the food and climate crises.

¬ Expand our abil it ies to build collective

knowledge, analysis, and our capacity to make change

and organize ourselves to monitor the outcomes of this

FAO Summit.

The Terra Preta Forum continued...
Geetha stressed also on the need for civil society

organisations (CSO) advocacy and lobbying to be

conducted in each country with every sector, and on

collaborative action leading towards the empowerment

of the community. She also emphasised the role of media

and its strong influence in the public, and its restrictions

should they have a corporate agenda or are supported

by business communities. As we utilise maintstream

media, CSOs own communication and media should be

equally strong. #

Catarina Estavillo, AMIHAN
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Central Asia Food

Sovereignty Workshop
Olga Djanaeva, Alga, Kyrgyzstan,
Convenor, RIW TF
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T
here was complacency about food security and

national self-efficiency in Central Asia for years, as

it was thought that cheaper imports would always be

available and local food production was not so necessary.

Many developing countries reduced food production, many

of them under advice of the international financial

institutions. The rising world prices of many food items in

the past couple of years have meant more expensive

imports and inflation of food prices in local markets.

With these developments, the paradigm of “food

security” needs to shift more to “food sovereignty”.  There

is also a strong need for the concept of food sovereignty to

be accepted by various social movements, organisations

and institutions in Central Asia.  Governments must

recognise their responsibility to uphold people’s rights to

food, food security and food sovereignty.

APWLD Task Force (TF) Rural and Indigenous Women

(RIW) member Rural Women’s NGO “Alga’ believes that

in the context of growing globalisation, it is of vital

importance to build the capacity of people’s and women’s

movements to resist globalisation, and to understand that

food sovereignty advocacy aspires not only food security

but taking back people’s control over their natural

resources, their means of production, putting people in the

center, not the corporations.

NGO Alga recently organised the Central Asian Food

Sovereignty Workshop.  “Alga” highly appreciates the

methodological contributions of APWLD – RIW and Women

and Environment (WEN) TFs, and the training module a

Discussion Guide for Trainers: Globalisation and Women;

Women and Food Sovereignty Kit and especially the advise

and recommendations of Tess Vistro, co-convener of RIW

TF.

E Olga and participants at the workshop

Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan) resource people and

organisations. Methods used were lecture presentations,

interactive discussions, working groups, and drama

performances.   Central Asian participants provided

presentations about situations of rural women and food

security in their respective countries. Training materials

were combined with brain storm exercises and working

groups. Trainers used APWLD and Alga’s materials to

strengthen advocacy skills in organising people’s and

women’s struggles against globalisation and food insecurity

policies.

Participants gained  a deeper understanding of the real

processes and real implications of development

programmes and policies of IMF, WB, WTO, ADB, TNC,

along with learning the definition, general principles and

political demands of the advocacy and struggle for food

sovereignty. Participants were able to analyse the current

situation, and identify mechanisms of protection and

promotion of rural women’s rights in Central Asia.

Food sovereignty is not simply a lack of money. Food

sovereignty is approached as a comprehensive concept

that deals with a wide range of problems. The purpose of

Alga in the activity for food sovereignty is to raise people

out of situations in which they are deprived of the

opportunities and self capabilities. Comprehensive

assistance is to raise political, socio-cultural, economic,

human, and protective capabilities of poor people through

a set of trainings, workshops, focus group and individual

consultations.

For Alga it is important to be aware of the social

environment vis-a-vis food sovereignty and the poor. Social

factors that work against the poor, such as vested interests,

discrimination and globalisation, are responsible for the

creation of problems of food sovereignty and insecurity and

may impede rural people’s efforts to escape from it. An

activity for food sovereignty means for Alga, a multifaceted

approach that combines comprehensive initiatives targeting

the rural people and especially the poor with measures

designed to change the economic and social conditions. #

The Food Sovereignty Workshop was designed as a

form of consultation of the Central Asian (Kazakhstan,
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Baguio City, Philippines —

Hunger and poverty looms

over all Cordillera women.

Such was the discussion at

the latest Innabuyog Regional

Council meeting on 15-16

August 2008.

Over the years, Cordillera

women play a big role in the

food assurance of their

families and communities -

from ensuring the traditional

seeds to planting and

harvesting and finding

remedies along with their

husbands, to ensuring food

on their family’s table and

other basic needs like

education and health are met.

With hunger and poverty intensifying in

rural and urban areas, Cordillera women
are faced with harder times of searching

for food resources and alternative ways

to provide for their families’ needs.

 But with the economic crisis,

imperialist plunder, militarisation and

even climate change, food and livelihood

are becoming scarce in the region. The

subsistence agricultural production which

used to be sustainable and self-sufficient

is taken over by cash economy.

Traditional food resources are now grown

and gathered for the market. Families

have to produce the cash needed for

commodities and other basic needs.

Rice cropping and vegetable farming

entail high inputs. Expensive fertilisers

and pesticides, high rent of equipment

and land, and even an expensive

transport of their produce leave the

Cordilleran peasantry with almost no

earnings. Moreover, the flooding of

imported vegetables and rice displaced

local producers in the region.

 Manang Appol explained that rice

harvest in her community in Mompolia,

Hingyon in Ifugao province used to suffice

for a whole season. But now, what they

would keep for their own consumption,

they sell in the market to have the much

needed cash. They would sell nutritious

native rice from Php50.00 a kilo or a bit

higher (depending on the quality) for

government rice which they buy for

Php25.00 a kilo. Supply is limited to 3-5

kilos and a family has to spend almost a

day to join the queue. It is a common

observation that even professionals are

joining the long queues in town centers

for cheaper government rice. Commercial

rice is sold from Php37.00 up.

With today’s economic inflation

affecting the prices of commodities and

services, the Cordillera people are now

faced with the challenge to earn even

more than what used to be enough. The

rising prices of basic commodities and

services even push food as the people’s

lesser priority. In 2007, Cordillera was

noted as having one of the highest

malnutrition rates in the nation. Cordillera

children are noted to lack the necessary

nutritional support. Worse, efforts from the

government such as feeding and medical

programs have proven to be inefficient,

unsustainable and only serve as a useless

showcase for the government’s hunger

mitigation programme.

The Innabuyog RC meeting also

discussed how mining and militarisation

in areas like Abra, Kalinga and Apayao

also contribute to the hunger of Cordillera

women and children. The Lepanto mines

continue to poison agricultural and food

resources in Mankayan, Benguet, Ilocos

and Abra through land and river poisoning,

siltation and erosion that happen in areas

where mining exploration is being

conducted.

 Innabuyog leaders view the seed and

fertiliser subsidy as benefiting the seed

and fertiliser traders more than the

ordinary or poor farmer. Discount coupons 5

INNABUYOG TACKLES

HUNGER OF CORDILLERA WOMEN
Vernie Yocogan-Diano, Women and Environment Task Force Convenor,
Innabuyog Chairperson

“How are we going to feed our children?” This is
the question being raised by mothers in the
Cordillera region.

are not available to all

poor farmers and the

Department of Agriculture

has indicated a limit on

the discounted supplies.

The leaders believe that

the market-driven

support will hardly be

sustained by the poor

farmers. It will also be a

source of corruption in

government. Ultimately,

the winner will be the

agricultural supply

business.

The trend of

militarisation in areas for

mining projects often

results to the residents’

economic dislocation and even

out-migration. Unemployment

strikes women and new

graduates.

  Despite the worsening crisis,

Innabuyog provides the Cordillera

women not just the sisterhood, but

the drive for the women to

struggle. As the crisis worsens,

more indigenous women gather

together in hopes of finding

solutions to these problems and

confronting the large companies

and the state which victimise them

and have reduced them to this

state. Innabuyog through support

institutions like the Cordillera

Women’s Education Action

Research Center (CWEARC)

monitors and holds action

research discussions on the

prevailing hunger and poverty of

indigenous women in the

Cordillera. More and more women

organizations from the local

communities of Cordillera are

ioining Innabuyog. From mothers

to daughters and elders to the

young women, these women

organizations will unite. The

support of Innabuyog-GABRIELA

to these organizations and vice

versa will continue to strengthen

for the assertion of the indigenous

women’s rights to land, life and

food sovereignty. #
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Yamini Mishra

In recognition that more concerted effort is required to address the national, international and systemic
challenges of financing development (for the internationally agreed development goals including
MDGs), heads of State gathered in Monterrey, Mexico in 2002 and adopted a set of actions addressing
the inter-connected challenges of financing for development (FfD) around the world, particularly in
developing countries.

The outcome of this meeting is commonly known as the Monterrey Consensus on Financing for
Development (FfD) which essentially aims at mobilizing increased and predictable resources toward
achieving the internationally development targets.  As the conference followed on the heels of the
1997 East Asian Economic Crisis, the burning issues of that time like increasing the coherence of the
international economic system and ensuring better representation for developing countries at key
international bodies were also addressed. The Follow-up Conference on the Monterrey Consensus
will be held 29 November – 02 December 2008 in Doha, Qatar.

And as always, ensuring that these important International Policy Pronouncements are not gender
blind becomes a crucial task. So far the women’s rights agenda in these documents and processes
has been particularly weak.  

So, under banner of a Women’s Working Group (WWG)*, women have been making concerted
efforts to come up with proposals that substantively address women’s inter-linking concerns in the
Monterrey Consensus. Building a Gender Equality approach across the seven chapters dealing with
issues like international trade, external debt, foreign investment, ODA, mobilising domestic resources,
etc., which are strictly in the domain of conventional macro economics, was a very challenging
exercise and a brain teaser of sorts.

With inputs from different women’s rights advocates, a substantive written submission with specific
and focused inputs on each of the seven chapters has been finalised. The shorter version of the
statement read at the Hearing with CSOs and was well received.

For those of doing advocacy/lobbying with our governments, we could use this to build pressure
on our governments or with the official delegation that will be representing our countries at the Doha
convention more specifically, to ensure that women’s concerns are adequately addressed in the Doha
conference on reviewing the Monterrey Consensus. 

WOMEN and FINANCE

Financing fFinancing fFinancing fFinancing fFinancing for or or or or 

The following is the intervention from the Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development presented by Gigi
Francisco, Development Alternatives with Women for a New Era (DAWN) at the hearing with CSOs on Financing for

Development, United Nations, 18 June 2008.

This set of proposals that substantively address

women’s inter-linking concerns in the Monterrey

Consensus was discussed and adopted at a women’s

consultation meeting convened by the Women’s Working

Group on Financing for Development in New York on June

16 and 17 2008. Our proposals align with but also enhance

several key recommendations found in the draft Civil

Society Key Recommendations for the Doha Draft

Outcome Document.

The women’s consultation observed that much more

needs to happen to address the national, international

and systemic challenges of financing development

spawned by an environment of intensified and unregulated

trade and financial liberalization processes that often bear

unpredictable negative consequences for productivity,

growth, employment, poverty eradication and income

distribution goals. The current financial, food and climate

change crises are stark realities in a volatile environment

marked by confusing market competition processes. A

gender analysis raises further questions on the connection

of these trends and volatilities to (a) women’s wages,

employment and unpaid labor, (b) state of social

reproductive and social protection capacities, resources

and services, and (c) within-country and within-household

sharing of financial risks and shocks. Gender inequality

is embedded in asymmetrical social structures and

systemic processes that underpin the uneven spread of

financial risks and widening of economic disparities which are

experienced most acutely by those most disadvantaged

especially women. For example, empirical evidence show that

women in developing countries who work for very low wages

in the large informal sector also carry a disproportionate share

of financial risks as household finance managers in a context

where there is inadequate or non-existent publicly provided

social welfare and protection for the poor.

Our consultation ended with a commitment to stay engaged

in the FFD process, in particular with the hope that the FFD’s

multi-stakeholder approach and strong participation from civil

society including women’s rights organizations and networks

may be replicated elsewhere in the UN system. Moreover, we

urged all UN entities on gender equality and women’s

empowerment to strengthen their capacity to link with issues

and areas not traditionally identified with gender equality. This

will open up new thinking and strategies on promoting gender

equality and women’s empowerment within the United Nations

system.

The full text of the recommendations and forward actions

from the women’s consultation will be formally submitted to

the Co-Chairs. In consideration of the limited time allowed for

intervention  the highlighted areas focused in three areas.

Under Chapter 1: Domestic Resource Mobilisation, we

recognise the fact that the Monterrey Consensus prioritised
6

Yamini Mishra,

Executive Director,

Centre for Budget

and Governance

Accountability

6 continued next page...
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on domestic resource

mobilisation, both public and

private, as the principal

source of financing for

development. Central in this

commitment is the issue of

domestic policy space and

how the international

institutional environment

supports or undermines the

capacity of national

governments to achieve

development goals.

Recommendations in this

area include:

1 . P r o m o t i n g

participatory and gender responsive budget

2.  Strengthening the national commitment to and

enforcement of Decent Work and

3.  Utilizing progressive and fair taxation schemes

including tax rebates and tax relief for the poor and women

Under Chapter 2: Foreign Direct Investments and Private

Capital Flows, joint key recommendations are:

1.  To convene within the United Nations and at the

soonest possible time, an inter-governmental meeting that

will address how governments can efficiently and effectively

manage their competition for FDI and other capital flows;

and

2.  To strengthen at the national sphere the rule of law

and citizen’s access to information and the legal system.

We join in the effort by our colleagues in civil society in

putting forward the call for a multilateral mechanism that would

subject investors and transnational corporations to more

lawfully binding international norms and standards. In the

meantime, however, investor behavior continues to pose

problems to developing country governments that have

difficulty dealing with the effects of wage competition and the

global tax race to the bottom. In a situation of liberalised

financial markets that continue to exhibit tendencies toward

crisis, governments need to deal with an increasingly riskier

environment as they seek opportunities for sourcing finances

for development through private capital flows while ensuring

stability of growth for their economies. The present financial

turmoil showed that existing national regulatory mechanisms

even within developed countries as well as international

economic surveillance and information exchange systems are

inadequate and unable to respond to the increased emergent

risk-taking practices of banks and other non-bank financial

institutions and to the growing speculative behavior of investors

and traders in an environment of increasing volatility and risks.

The time to talk is now.

Finally in Chapter 4: International Financial and Technical

Cooperation, we agree with the worldwide recognition that aid

flows are highly volatile and threatens the continuity of

development programs, for instance, on gender equality. It is

in this light that we welcome the emergence of South-South

Cooperation and other innovative sources of financing for

or or or or or WWWWWomenomenomenomenomen’’’’’s Des Des Des Des Devvvvvelopmentelopmentelopmentelopmentelopment
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development. This is a

positive development to

our concern on

additionality and could

enhance the

predictability of aid flows

in support of the

internationally agreed

development goals.

One key demand is to

remove conditionalities

related to gender

equality and other so-

called “positive

conditionalit ies” and

instead strengthen

mutual responsibility, accountability and transparency of

donors and recipient countries. ODA should be a contribution

that truly supports national economic and social development

within a framework of a vibrant and robust democratic society

and transparent and accountable governments propelled by

their own empowered political actors. To ensure that the

benefits of additional financing benefit gender equality, social

justice, and inclusion, ODA processes must uphold the

mutual responsibility and obligations of governments to fulfill

the internationally agreed development norms, goals, targets

and actions which have been identified in the Beijing Platform

for Action, and other international agreements. Negotiations

on ODA must be country-driven rather than donor-driven,

and should be democratic and inclusive in its processes and

practices, as well as, subject to a multilateral and multi-

stakeholder review forum such as the ECOSOC’s

Development Cooperation Forum.

In support of mutual responsibility and accountability for

gender equality on the part of both donors and recipients,

monitoring and evaluative tools and methodologies need to

be developed to assess the extent to which aid allocations

address  or do not address the achievement of redistributive,

social and gender goals. The categorization of gender, along

with human rights and environmental sustainability, as cross

cutting issues have led to difficulty in tracking outcomes

within basket funds and sector-wide programming. The

development of gender-informed tools and methodologies

must be carried out in a participatory process and should

involve both traditional and emerging donors and across

several aid modalities. Moreover such exercise should take

place across all levels, with resources being allocated to

enable women’s rights advocates to meaningfully participate

in national, regional and international processes. The United

Nations system in particular its various agencies and entities

charged with the promotion of women’s rights and gender

equality must be the location of this process at the multilateral

sphere.

Engendering the financing for development process

cannot be realized without a holistic approach that looks at

the inter-connections among trade and finance in all its

different form – aid, investment, debt and domestic savings.

Thank you. #

WOMEN and FINANCE
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BURMA

2 May 2008. Cyclone Nargis struck military-ruled Burma’s Ayeyarwady or Irrawaddy Delta region severely affecting

an estimated 2.4 million people.  The UN reported 84,537 people killed and 56,000 missing. Sixty-one percent of

those who died were female reported the Post Nargis Joint Assessment (PONJA).

“In some severely affected villages, twice as many women aged 18-60 died as men,” the report said. Even for

children within the 5-12 age groups and children below five years old, a noticeably higher number of young girls

died than boys.

Findings of the research on the first statistical analysis of the effect of natural disasters on the life expectancy of

men and women released in January 2007 corroborated that women’s vulnerability during disasters is due to

social norms. The research was conducted by geographer Prof. Eric Neumayer and political scientist Dr Thomas

Plumer of the University of Essex. “In many countries women are supposed to look after children, the elderly and

their homes which hamper their own rescue efforts in almost all types of natural disasters. Yet the most important

reason why women are more vulnerable to the fatal impact of natural disasters is because of their lower social and

economic status in many countries. With existing patterns of gender discrimination, boys are likely to receive

preferential treatment in rescue efforts and both women and girls suffer more from the shortages of food and

economic resources in the aftermath of disasters.

“It is the socially constructed gender-specific vulnerability of females built into everyday socio-economic

patterns that lead to the relatively higher female disaster mortality rates compared to men,” the report stated.

“Natural disasters do not affect people equally as if by an arbitrary stroke of nature. Instead, the disaster impact is

contingent on the vulnerability of affected people, which can and often does systematically differ across economic

class, ethnicity, gender and other factors.

“A systematic effect on the gender gap in life expectancy is only plausible if natural disasters exacerbate

previously existing patterns of discrimination that render females more vulnerable to the fatal impact of disasters.

That this is no mere speculation is demonstrated by the fact that the adverse impact of disasters on females

relative to men vanishes with rising socio-economic status of women,” the report explained.

APWLD’s 2006 publication: Why are Women More Vulnerable During Disasters showed how women’s

vulnerability and rampant discrimination exacerbate the effect of natural disasters especially during relief and

rehabilitation efforts. The project stated the need for a more gender-sensitive disaster management relief and

rehabilitation response.

United Nations’s previous Secretary-General Kofi Anan’s comment that during disasters “Women and men

experience the same hardships,” has been time and again, proven wrong. It is sad though that it takes a

catastrophe and deaths to prove a point. And then again, action to address these issues is another thing.

For Cyclone Nargis survivors, emergency assistance and relief poured from the international community. Yet

despite extensive damage and loss of life in Burma, the military government State Peace and Development

Council  (SPDC) resisted the aid from international relief agencies, and prioritized holding of the constitutional

referendum as scheduled, a couple of days after the cyclone struck.

A yes vote to the referendum is set to intensify the power of the military. Among the changes that the

referendum seeks to make are: a quarter of the parliamentary seats would be reserved for military officers; the

Ministry of Home Affairs would fall exclusively under military control; and anyone married to a non-Burmese cannot

run for presidency. This provision would make opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi ineligible to hold office although

her British husband died in 1999.

The government rejected now UN  Secretary General Ban Ki-moon’s call to concentrate in full on the national

tragedy and postpone the referendum. Their reluctance to cooperate with relief agencies hampered aid and

rehabilitation. They pushed through with the voting on May 10 as planned even as most parts of the country was

still inundated by flood. In areas severely affected by the storm such as Irrawaddy and Burma’s largest city

Rangoon, voting was postponed to May 24.

The Junta diverted critical resources from survivors toward the referendum, including evicting refugees from

shelters such as schools so that these can be used as polling stations. Massive fraud and intimidation was

reported during the election. Result of the election was announced before the May 24 votes were cast. The result

was a yes to the referendum.#
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Gender inequality

worsens disaster’s

effect on women

Cyclone Nargis Disaster

Mae-anne Llanza
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Aung San Suu Kyi

19 June, 2008. Burma’s symbol of
democracy, Daw Ang Suu Kyi,
celebrated her 63rd birthday still
under house arrest in her birthplace,
Rangoon. She has been in and out
of detention for 13 years.

Under Burmese laws, no one can be

detailed without trial for longer than five

years. On 27 May 2008 the military

junta, extended her solitary confinement

to one more year.

In neighboring Chiang Mai, Thailand,

her birthday was celebrated with the

Vote “NO” theme parodying the recent

referendum vote that happened in

Burma. Community groups, NGOs,

academics, migrant workers, students

who went to the public event Voted No

to One more day of Daw Aung San Suu

Kyi’s detention, No to one more day of

the people of Burma being deprived of

their leader in these times of great

trouble, and No to One more day of the

regime’s criminal negligence.

At the public event, updates were

provided not just on Aung San Suu Kyi

but also on Cyclone Nargis aftermath,

the Constitution and referendum, and

the construction of five dams planned

by the SPDC. The dam project is

estimated to displace a total 73,000

people in Burma and 10,000 people in

Thailand, critical of which is the Yin Ta

Lai, an ethnic minority group on the

verge of extinction with only a

population of 1,000.#

Still under
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8888 campaign

The world marks 8888
Uprising by continuing
the struggle to FREE
BURMA!

continued next page...

Twenty years ago, August 8, 1988 to be exact, the “8888” pro-democracy

uprising in Burma rattled the 26-year long domination of the Burma Socialist

Programme Party (BSPP) authoritarian rule. The military had ruled Burma

since 1962, after seizing power in a coup and ending Burma’s period of

democracy and started the country’s decline in economic, social and political

development. A series of military regimes have ruled until today.

The 8888 uprising was a struggle for democracy and human rights led

by  new student leaders and dedicated democracy activists including Daw

Aung San Suu Kyi, the National League for Democracy (NLD) and other

political parties.

People all over Burma collectively stood against the military, then under

the leadership of Ne Win, but were crushed in a brutal crackdown, which

had further brought down the country’s already flailing socio-economic

development and quashed any existing democracy and human rights for

Burma’s citizens.

In 1990, a general election was held where the National League for

Democracy (NLD) won with more than 80% of votes. However the regime

until now refuses to honour the results of the election despite Universal

Declaration of Human Rights’ Article 21: stating every person’s “right to

take part in the government of one’s country, directly or through freely chosen

representatives… and that the will of the people shall be the basis of the

authority of government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine

elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage…”

Crackdowns before and after the elections by the restyled military

dictatorship, later named SPDC, demolished the hopes of immediate change

and democracy. Political parties and independent organizations were

crushed through various false indictments. Many popular leaders were

incarcerated including Suu Kyi.

The country’s economic, social, education and health sectors continue

to deteriorate. The SPDC uses the “divide and rule” strategy among ethnic

ceasefire groups creating tension and even violent assassinations among

the ethnic leadership. The junta troops continue to commit rapes and other

acts of brutal sexual violence against ethnic women and girls as a weapon

of war.

house
arrest

Total disregard to international calls,

conventions and treaties including the

Convention on the Elimination of

Discrimination Against Women

(CEDAW) of which Burma is signatory,

is manifested in the junta’s human rights

abuses rampant in the regime’s

governance.

They have forced many ethnic

populations to become Internally

Displaced Persons who have to hide in

remote and mountainous areas or seek

shelter in refugee camps in neighboring

countries, to escape military persecution.

BURMA
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BURMA

Burma spread by Mae-anne Llanza with

the Women’s League of Burma  (WLB) for

the 8888 campaign.

The junta leaders and its cronies control major shares

of the economy and the country’s natural resources while

unjustly exploiting them to strengthen its military power

and dominance.

Now in 2008, 20 years after the 8888 uprising, a

further crucial development has come in Burma’s politics.

The SPDC has turned its back on national reconciliation

efforts and has unilaterally adopted a constitution favoring

the prolongation of military dominance.

Despite repeated international and local calls to prioritize

relief to cyclone hit populations, the junta inhumanely

neglected and blocked aid, while insisting that the

referendum carry on and approve the unilateral constitution.

The junta plans to vitalize the military-dominated

constitution with a new round of elections in 2010.  This

step is a major threat to the people of Burma, as it will

further annul the results of the 1990 general elections.

Bolstering the constitution to the military’s benefit will

ensure that neither citizens’ rights, democratic rights nor

ethnic rights will be fulfilled and it will inhibit ethnic groups’

aspirations of equality within a genuine federal union in

Burma. The constitution will ensure that the military

elite continue enjoying absolute power and economic

privileges.

In their statement on the 8888 campaign launch last

August, the Women’s League of Burma calls to the people

of Burma to work jointly to stop the military-dominated

constitution from materializing. “We believe Burma will lack

democracy, peace and basic privileges, including a right

to a genuine federal union unless we abolish the military

dictatorship. In this moment, we believe there is a crucial

need for a common strategy to end military rule in Burma.

This can be achieved by reviewing our weaknesses in the

1988 uprising and the past twenty-years. We must continue

our fight for freedom and democracy by firmly holding onto

the spirit of the 1988 pro-democracy uprising…While

paying our respects to the heroes who sacrificed their lives

in the 1988 pro-democracy uprising and throughout the

democratic struggle, we reaffirm our vow to continue the

unfinished struggle until there is no military rule in Burma,

and do so in cooperation with other democratic forces and

ethnic people of Burma.”#

Sources and references for Burma spread: WLB State-

ments, Vote no to one more day campaign brochure,

http://ipsnews.net/news.asp?idnews=43329; http://

www.lse.ac.uk/collectioons/pressAndInformationOffice/

newsAndEvents/archives/2008;http://www.reliefweb.int/

rw/dbc.nsf/doc100?OpenForm

8888 campaign
continued from previous page...
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24 June 2008  - The Women’s League of Bureau (WLB)

launched the campaign and call for General Than Shwe to

be charged with war crimes and crimes against humanity

under new UN Security Resolution  1820.

The Resolution notes that rape and other forms of sexual

violence can constitute war crimes and crimes against

humanity, and stresses the importance of ending impunity for

such acts.

For decades, rape has been used as a weapon in the

Burmese military regime’s war against ethnic nationalities, to

demonstrate the army’s absolute power to retaliate against

those who resist them.  SPDC soldiers use women in conflict

areas as porters to carry their military equipment and supplies

during the day, and use them as sex slaves at night. Many

women and their family members are brutally killed to eliminate

evidence of these crimes. There is no rule of law and to this

day incidents of rape committed by SPDC troops with impunity

continue to be reported. 

Just this June, an SPDC Army Major and a lawyer raped

two teenaged ethnic Chin girls, aged 13 and 14, in Thangtlang,

Chin State, Northwest Burma. One of them was hospitalised

with serious injuries as a result of the sexual abuse.

“When the State itself is the abuser of human rights and

the perpetrator of rape and other forms of gender-based

violence, we can only rely on international laws and criminal

courts to deal with such heinous crimes and protect the women

of Burma,” WLB stated.

WLB calls on the UNSC to consider referring Burmese

military junta top leader General Than Shwe and his cronies

to the International Criminal Court (ICC) for the war crimes

and crimes against humanity they are accountable for. They

also urge the Council members to live up to their commitment.

With this historic resolution and the launching of the campaign

is the flare of hope that justice be brought to the women of

Burma. #

UN Security Council

holds Rape as a war

crime!
Junta must

be made

accountable!
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WOMEN and WAR

W
ar is an economic, politico-military and cultural instrument of  US hegemony being used by

the US government and its close allies to ensure their economic control of the world’s

resources, to impose their power and eradicate peoples’ resistance against imperialist

power, control and plunder. This is what can be concluded at the forum on Women and War on 17

June 2008 in Hong Kong organised by the Asia Pacific Research Network (APRN) through its

Women’s Stream.

The topic is one among the research areas of APRN to support the needs of peoples’ movements in

arousing, organising and mobilising women and people all over the world in the light of the US-led War

of Terror and continued state policies of militarism. The forum brought in almost a hundred participants

from all over the world, women and men alike. The important discussion was attended by the Asia

Pacific Forum on Women, Law and Development (APWLD) through Vernie Yocogan-Diano and Flora

Belinan of the Cordillera, Philippines (Innabuyog),  Magi Mai of Chennai, India (Society for Rural

Education and Development) and Cynthia Abdon-Tellez of Hong Kong (Mission for Filipino Migrant

Workers). Academics, activists, researchers-analyst from various alternative organisations and

institutions were present including resource persons Prof. Pao Yu Ching of China, Mary Joan Guan of

the Center for Women’s Resources, Philippines, Aziz Choudry of the GATT WatchDog, Coni Ledesma,

international spokesperson  of MAKIBAKA, a revolutionary organization of women in the Philippines

but who is in exile in the Netherlands, Lyn Meza of the US and Zubaidah Hitamputih of Indonesia

(INDIES). Interaction of ideas and additional experiences on the topics under women and war further

enriched the formal presentations.

 The 9/11 had been used as justification for unjust attacks to countries where strong resistance to

US impositions like Afghanistan, Iraq and other countries in the Asia-Pacific like the Philippines, India,

Burma, Nepal and others that have faced the fierce attacks of the US mercenary military reaching

levels of genocide. “Savage and barbaric attacks,” is Prof. Pao’s description of the US war of

aggression. The US, its allies and puppet governments ensure a hefty military budget (23% for the US)

from their national budgets. By that alone, the much needed social and economic services for women

are sacrificed or become less of a priority. Aziz Choudry highlighted that the impacts on women can be

seen not only in conflict zones but through the proliferation of small arms and creeping militarisation of

communities and society at large, leading to more violence against women in domestic and community

contexts, rapes, sexual violence, displacement and the exaltation of warrior masculinities.

War of Aggression:

An Instrument of

Death, A Reason for

Women’s Resistance
Flora Belinan and Vernie
Yocogan-Diano

On the other hand, it has also been women who

have led resistance against militarisations, war and

violence, US military bases and patriarchy. Success

stories include indigenous women’s actions from

the Cordillera, Philippines and these stories will

have to be re-echoed and further documented to

serve as inspiration for women’s movements all

over to combat the war of terror and militarism.

The forum participants upheld the resolutions of

the International Conference on US Militarism and

War of Terror in the Asia Pacific held in Cebu,

Philippines last December 2006, which was also

organised by APRN. It upheld campaigns against

US and Japanese militarism and military bases in

the Asia Pacific, work against the portrayal of

Muslim and Moro peoples as terrorists and the

support for peoples’ resistance against US

militarism and US-led war of terror in various

countries. Studies and discussions for actions will

have to be pursued as the sword of death will

always be dangled by the US government and its

allies. - #-
11
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Chiang Mai, Thailand - The Nobel Women’s Initiative (NWI) is an effort by women Nobel Peace Prize winners to

highlight the violence perpetrated upon women in global hotspots such as Afghanistan, Dafur in Sudan and Burma,

and to recognise the unsung grassroots activism of women in the world.

The NWI delegation comprising of the 1997 Nobel Peace Prize laureate Prof Jodie Williams (USA), activist and

actress Mia Farrow (USA), United Nations Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Sudan Dr Sima

Samar (Afghanistan), philanthropist Lydia Cladek (USA) and labour rights activist Qing Zhang (China) visited

Thailand to speak with ethnic and Burmese women in Chiang Mai and the Thai-Burma border areas.

NWI was formed in 2006 by six of the twelve women Nobel Prize winners in its 107 year history, to share

experiences and to redefine peace as a function of justice and equality. Prof Jodie Williams was awarded the

prestigious award for her work on the International Campaign to Ban Landmines.

In Chiang Mai, the delegation met and spoke with women’s groups- ethnic and Burmese women during the

morning of 21 July in a closed door meeting. APWLD was also invited to this meeting. Nalini Singh represented

APWLD and explained the work that APWLD is doing with its Thai and Burmese members, and shared with the

NWI delegation APWLD’s recent publications.

In the afternoon, the delegation attended the public symposium which was co-sponsored and organised by the

Women’s Studies Centre of Chiang Mai University, “Dialogues with Nobel Woman Laureate and Prominent

Women Activists on Political Rights Crisis” at the Chiang Mai University. This symposium saw prominent and

emerging ethnic and Burmese women activists talk about the issues they were currently facing.

For the ethnic women, the panelists spoke of tradition/ culture which limit women from partaking in many

aspects of life and being targeted with harassment and violence for standing out of the cultural confines of being a

woman.

The Burmese activists spoke of the atrocities committed by the Burmese junta in terms of rape used as a

weapon of war, arbitrary detention, state-sanctioned violence and regime sponsored organisations ulitised to crack

down on dissenters. They spoke of the September uprising where monks and nuns were targeted during their

peaceful protest against the junta and in the aftermath of cyclone Nargis where aid is not going to the affected

people.

Mia Farrow, a Goodwill UNICEF ambassador, related her experiences in the refugee camps of Dafur, Sudan

where she met with thousands of survivors of the violence led on by the Sudanese governments.  Her narrative of

atrocities committed by the Sudanese government resonated with what was being committed by the Burmese

junta.

The NWI is a venue where the members convey the stories told to them, kindle a passion amongst the

audience, accept the responsibility for the honour of being a Nobel Peace laureate to continue the commitment to

speak out against the violence that women in different countries are facing.

Jodie Williams left with a poignant message for all, “It’s not enough to care about the world. Caring and feeling

emotions is a waste of time and energy. Unless we get up and do something about the things we care about, it

would be irrelevant.”#

Joining Hands in

Empowering

Sisterhood Around

the World: the Nobel

Women’s

Laureates

Nalini Singh,
Programme Officer

WPPP and L&M

WOMEN and WAR
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T
hey pushed for it. They fought for it. And in 2007, almost

three years within the Second International Decade of the

World’s Indigenous Peoples, they got it. Now it’s time to

spread the word.

The adoption of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights

of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) in September 2007 was an

achievement for the long hard battle of the IPs. To fully

participate in the realisation and enjoyment of their rights as

indigenous peoples, the Asia Workshop for the Promotion of

UNDRIP was held in June 2008 at Baguio City, Philippines. The

workshop enabled the IPs to reflect on the opportunities and

challenges the Declaration presents, and to strategise on how

the IPs and governments could fully and effectively implement

the Declaration in Asia. An action plan was formulated as they

achieved broader and stronger unity among indigenous peoples,

UN agencies, advocates and intergovernmental organisations in

Asia.

Part of the action plan is to put forward the following

recommendations and resolutions:

¬ Enhance the capacities of indigenous peoples, including

indigenous women and youth, to understand, use and implement

the UNDRIP to promote, protect and fulfill the rights of

indigenous peoples;

¬ Reform and formulate national and local laws and policies of

states as well as IP policies of multilateral bodies to adhere to the

rights contained in the UNDRIP;

¬ Strengthen solidarity among indigenous peoples and with

other people’s movements for exchange of experiences, learning

from best practices, mutual support and developing common

strategies.

¬Engage in constructive dialogues and strengthen working

relations with government, UN agencies, intergovernmental

bodies and international financial institutions and regional

bodies;

¬ Establish independent mechanisms at the local, national

and international levels to monitor implementation and conduct

periodic assessment of the implementation of the UNDRIP;

¬ Use and mainstream the UNDRIP in other existing national

and international mechanisms in order to monitor and ensure

effective implementation of the UNDRIP by governments;

¬ Raise public awareness on the UNDRIP and encourage the

media and education system to integrate the UNDRIP in their

activities and curricula.

In keeping with the recommendations and resolution of the

Baguio workshop, the Asia Indigenous Peoples’ Regional Fair

“Celebrating the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples” was held in July in Chiang Mai, Thailand.

Led by the Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact Foundation (AIPP),

Indigenous Knowledge and Peoples Network (IKAP) and the

Inter-Mountain Peoples and Culture in Thailand Association

(IMPECT), the festive celebration brought together

representatives of indigenous organisations and communities,

UN agencies, NGOs, donors and governments to celebrate the

adoption of the UNDRIP; popularise the Declaration by bringing it

to the Thai public as a symbol of the unity and

diversity of indigenous peoples in Asia; and highlight

the common issues, challenges and aspirations of

indigenous peoples in Asia.  The fair was also the

launching activity of Asian indigenous peoples

coordinated celebration of the International

Indigenous Peoples Day on August 9, 2008.

The first day focused on Key Issues on the

UNDRIP and the Second International Decade of

Indigenous Peoples. Joan Carling, incoming

Secretary General of AIPP from the Cordillera

Peoples Alliance shared the results of the asia

workshop held in Baguio including the action plans

while Famark Hlawnching presented Safeguards,

Lands and Implementation of the UNDRIP and roles

of the IP organizations. Dr Preasert Trakansupakon,

Director of Indigenous Knoweldge and Peoples

Network tackled Indigenous Identity, Culture and

INDIGENOUS WOMEN
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Celebrating the Indigenous Peoples

and Making the most of the UNDRIP

Tomoko Kashiwazaki, RIW WEN PO and Mae-anne Llanza

continued next page...
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Development and Mane Yun of the Cambodia

Indigenous Youth Association spoke on Indigenous

Women’s Empowerment.

The second day highlighted Building Cooperation

with UN Agencies and key issues, challenges and ways

forward on the UNDRIP implementation in the Asia

region. The session was opened by UNDP Regional

Indigenous Peoples Programme Regional Coordinator

Chandra Roy and ILO Chief Technical Adviser on the

Project to Promote ILO Policy on Indigenous and Tribal

Peoples, Brigitte Feiring. Vicky Tauli Corpuz, Chair of the

UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues shared how

UN mechanisms may be utilised by the indigenous

community. Vicky also shared the forthcoming important

activities to prepare and watch out for: the Asia Summit

on IP and Climate Change in February, the Global

Summit on IP and Climate Change in April, the

Indigenous Expert Workshop on the Implementation of

UNDRIP in June, and the International Expert Workshop

on IPs, Extractive Industries and Corporate Accountability

all in 2009.

In the afternoons, showcases of culture and diversity

were featured in exhibits, dancing and cultural

performances. The vibrant and colorful event was held in

an open style exhibition and seminar where the public

also joined.  The three main themes were: Showcasing
the UNDRIP, Showcasing Unity which featured

activities of indigenous organisations being done in the

region on similar themes such as Indigenous Natural

Resource Management, Community Mapping, Women

Empowerment, Indigenous Health, Indigenous Capacity

Building and Indigenous Rights Defenders, and

Showcasing Diversity where community

representatives demonstrated their diverse cultures in

terms of food, dances, costumes, and traditional music. 

On 28 July, the morning after the Regional Fair, a half

day IP Orientation on the ASEAN was convened at the

Crystal Spring House by the International Alliance of

Indigenous and Tribal Peoples of the Tropical Forests

Nusantara Region. Around 15 participants from

indigenous communities in ASEAN countries such as the

Philippines, East Timor, Indonesia, Malaysia, Cambodia,

Vietnam, Burma, Thailand as well as Ainu woman from

Japan gathered to explore the possibility and ways to put

and mainstream indigenous issues within the ASEAN

human rights mechanism.  Discussions were on whether

IPs should engage with the mechanism and how.

The structure and process of the ASEAN human rights

mechanism as well as the attitude of the institution are

not so open to civil society: ASEAN’s engagement with

civil society organisations is very limited and on an ad

hoc basis when necessary. Participants were not sure if it

would be the venue to engage with, yet at the same time,

they are worried about the absence of basics on the

indigenous issues in the mechanism if they do not

engage with it.

Some possible ways for IPs to advocate for their rights

in the ASEAN mechanism were identified: it would

provide a chance to put pressure on each government to

recognise indigenous peoples’ rights; the indigenous

issues would be carried with the wider civil society

INDIGENOUS WOMEN
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continued from previous page...

would be effective

tools for the

advocacy. In fact, to

engage with

ASEAN using the

UNDRIP was one

of the

recommendations

made at the

regional workshop

on UNDRIP held in

June this year in

Baguio City,

Philippines.

Participants agreed

that it was important

to mainstream

indigenous issues

in the mechanism

and identified the

need for them to

start getting

involved.

♦ Capacity

building to get to

know more about ASEAN human rights mechanism;

♦ Research on the attitude of each government to the

indigenous issue such as which states have ratified which

UN human rights conventions;

♦ Comprehensive analysis of the ASEAN People’s

Charter from indigenous perspective;

♦ Organising the collective lobbying;

♦ Consultation among indigenous peoples groups at

regional level to mobilise and consolidate the voices of

indigenous peoples at local and national level.

At the end of the meeting participants agreed that some

regional human rights organisations such as Forum Asia

and AIPP will take the lead in providing up-to-date

information on the process to facilitate their involvement in

the ASEAN human rights mechanism.

On the 9th of August, International Day of the World’s

Indigenous Peoples, a procession was held in Chiang Mai,

Thailand to highlight the importance of Indigenous Peoples

Day and the UNDRIP.  A public press release was

distributed and recommendations presented to the Thai

government as local action, and to the United Nations for

regional and international action.

Indigenous women’s role and importance are more than

ever highlighted now in tackling indigenous issues. “…the

role of indigenous women will be enhanced and further

recognised in the course of our assertion towards the

revitalisation of these indigenous systems because of the

special knowledge and roles women have in indigenous

communities,” AIPP Outgoing Secretary General Jannie

Lasimbang said during the AIPP regional fair.#

organisations which may give more strength to their

advocacy; the UNDRIP and other UN mechanisms
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G
old does not always

glitter to women whose

livelihoods are greatly affected

by large corporate mining. This

statement is reverberated by indigenous

women, peasant women, herders,

fisherfolks  and other communities

whose sources of livelihood are

threatened and destroyed by mining

operations.  The Asia Study Session on

Women and Mining organised by the

Task Force Women and Environment

(TF WEN) of the Asia Pacific Forum on

Women, Law and Development

(APWLD) last 18-20 July 2008 in

Baguio City, Philippines has once again

proven the damage that large corporate

mining does to food resources, the

environment which comes in the

defacing of mountains, desertification

and heavy siltation, pollution to and

damage to land and water resources.

The study session is part of the TF

WEN’s campaign on Food Over Gold

which kicked off in 2005 within

APWLD’s Food Sovereignty Campaign by its two Task

Forces—WEN and Rural Indigenous Women (RIW).

Twenty-five TF members from Mongolia, Bangladesh,

Cambodia, Thailand, Korea and Philippines with local

women leaders and resource persons attended the

study session, hosted by Innabuyog, the convenor of

TF WEN, and the Cordillera Women’s Education

Action Research Center (CWERC), a local women’s

NGO.

Most governments all over the world, and

specifically in the countries where WEN members

come from, are hell-bent in promoting the mining

industry, supporting the interest of mining

transnationals over people’s rights to resources and

the environment. This is within the framework of

liberalizing the mining industry of which the World

Bank pushed in the early 1990s.

Since 2005, the Task Force WEN has had forums

on women and mining, and mining fact-finding mission

in Loei, Thailand and Mongolia in 2006 and 2007

respectively. The forums and fact-finding missions

have served as venues for effectively analysing the

impact of mining on food sovereignty, on women’s

rights as a whole and in the light of human security

laws/anti-terrorism laws enforced by governments in

the Asia- Pacific. These missions serve as support

Vernie Yocogan-Diano,
WEN TF Convenor
Innabuyog
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materials for TF WEN members in their advocacy and

campaigns work on mining and food sovereignty.  In light

of the world’s outcry against climate change and global

warming, WEN members are more challenged to pursue

actions against mining aggression and raise the issues

that rural women and their communities speak about.

Mining causes deforestation and pollute the land and

water, leading to irreparable change in the ecosystem,

which contributes to global warming and climate change.

The session on International Developments on Mining

and the Challenges for Women was presented by

Frances Quimpo, Executive Director of the Center of

Environment Concerns-Philippines and a founding

member of the WEN TF. Her presentation highlighted the

positioning of global mining giants all over the world and

how they are able to impose power through national

mining policies. Global mining giants such as the BHP

Billiton (Australia), Rio Tinto Zinc (UK), CVRD (Brazil),

Anglo-American (SA/UK), Barrick Gold (Canada), Alcoa

(US), CRA (Australia), Alcan (Canada), Placer Dome

(Canada),  and Western Mining (Australia) are doing all

means to extract the world’s remaining minerals,

employing the dirtiest tactics and committing the worst

human rights violations. These mining giants belong to

countries who also dominate the world’s economy.

Presentations from Cambodia, Mongolia, Thailand,

Bangladesh, Philippines and Korea spoke of concrete

Photos by Tomoko Kashiwazaki and Punika Shinawatra
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threats and violations to food sovereignty, to

indigenous women, to health, to human rights and

how national mining liberalisation policies have

undermined the national sovereignty and welfare

of peoples.

The documentary on how people of Pulbari,

Bangladesh were mercilessly killed when security

forces of the Pulbari Coal Mining Project opened

fired to protesters, is just one case of ruthless

attacks of mining corporations and states to people

asserting their rights and survival. The project is in

partnership with an Australian Mining company,

with support from the Asia Development Bank. The

Centre for Human Rights and Development in

Mongolia is advocating for amendments in mining

policies and are handling legal cases against

mining companies.

In the Philippines, Innabuyog and BAI

presented how indigenous women and their

communities have become victims of various

human rights violations as militarisation is used to

secure the smooth entry and operations of mining

companies. Mining applications and current

operations spread in 66% of the country’s land

area. Of the 24 national mining priority projects, 18

are located in indigenous peoples territories.

Representative Luzviminda Ilagan of the

Gabriela Women’s Partylist shared the legislative

actions and initiatives in the Philippines.  The move

to repeal the Philippine Mining Act of 1995 is

meeting stiff resistance among mining corporations

and their allies in both Senate and Lower House of

the Philippines.  “The sustained local and national

resistance to large corporate mining are a clear

position of women and the people in defense of

livelihood, rights and survival, and this is what the

Philippine Senate and Congress should

support,” was Rep. Ilagan’s message.

The presentations of Bantey Srei of

Cambodia and Northeastern Women’s Network

in Thailand showed how their governments are

adjusting national laws and policies to pave the

smooth way for mining corporations. KFEM’s

presentation on quarrying in Korea to build

highways, poses grave threats to peoples’

health and the country’s ecological resources.

The recommended actions include continued

education, advocacy, actions-campaign, fact-

finding missions, exchange of experiences and

strategies of women’s organisations in the Asia-

Pacific region, publication of TF WEN’s mining

study session to include the mining fact-finding

missions  to serve as reference materials not

just for APWLD members but other women’s

organisations involved in mining struggles,

bringing the issues to forums like consultations

with UN Special Rapporteurs (Violence Against

Women, Indigenous Peoples Fundamental

Rights, Food) and other events to gain attention

and support.

The cultural presentations of Cordillera youth

through the Dap-ayan ti Kultura ti Kordilyera

(Center for Cordillera Culture) added to the

messages on how indigenous women in the

Cordillera stood to defend their land and

resources from mining corporations. So did the

community visit in Itogon, a mined-out area, dug

of its gold and copper resources for almost a

century. It was a realisation of corporate greed in

collusion with the state, but it was also an

inspiration of women’s participation in the

resistance.    -#-

Left to right: Performing mining activities at the Solidarity night; Panya from Cambodia

presenting the mining situation in her country

The study sessions...
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